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All crises are unexpected ...All crises are unexpected ...

… most of them shouldn’t be.… most of them shouldn’t be.



CrisisCrisis

‘In a crisis, be aware of the danger ‘In a crisis, be aware of the danger ––

but recognize the opportunity.’ but recognize the opportunity.’ 

John F. Kennedy, April 12, 1959John F. Kennedy, April 12, 1959



Crisis ExperienceCrisis Experience

�� Company DownsizingCompany Downsizing Jan 07Jan 07
�� Joint Venture FormationJoint Venture Formation Jan 07Jan 07
�� Stock Option RestatementStock Option Restatement Too manyToo many
�� CEO ResignationCEO Resignation May 07May 07
�� Departures of Key ExecutivesDepartures of Key Executives Jul 07Jul 07

Oct 07Oct 07
Nov 07Nov 07
Dec 07Dec 07
Mar 08Mar 08

�� Possible breach of securityPossible breach of security Jul 07Jul 07
�� Debt Offering Debt Offering Aug 07Aug 07
�� Service FailureService Failure Nov 07Nov 07
�� Divestment StrategyDivestment Strategy Nov 07Nov 07



Key LearningsKey Learnings

�� A crisis cannot be predicted but it can be A crisis cannot be predicted but it can be 

managedmanaged

�� Crisis Communications is a processCrisis Communications is a process

�� Preparation leads to successPreparation leads to success

�� Practice, practice, practicePractice, practice, practice

�� Team! Team! –– assume all audiences are affectedassume all audiences are affected

�� Know your story and stick to it Know your story and stick to it –– message & message & 

credibilitycredibility



Management ChangeManagement Change

Stability and ContinuityStability and Continuity

–– The strategy is right and workingThe strategy is right and working

–– New CEO brings discipline to the business New CEO brings discipline to the business 

–– Closure of stock option issue is a priorityClosure of stock option issue is a priority

–– Operating leaders strong & remain in placeOperating leaders strong & remain in place

–– No change to financial guidanceNo change to financial guidance

–– No discussion why CEO resigned; not No discussion why CEO resigned; not 

optionsoptions



Management ChangeManagement Change

�� Our strategy is focused on Our strategy is focused on disciplineddisciplined growthgrowth

Our best opportunities are in our Our best opportunities are in our core businessescore businesses

�� Company will be more Company will be more focusedfocused

More of a More of a net sellernet seller than buyerthan buyer

�� Company will be more Company will be more disciplineddisciplined

Investments much provide adequate returns on a     Investments much provide adequate returns on a     

risk adjusted basisrisk adjusted basis

�� Capital structure is a key to Capital structure is a key to unlocking valueunlocking value

Our ability to generate cash is consistent & Our ability to generate cash is consistent & 

predictablepredictable



Management ChangeManagement Change
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The Problem of The Problem of 

Conventional Wisdom…Conventional Wisdom…



UPDATE: Ferraro Steps Down Over Obama Race UPDATE: Ferraro Steps Down Over Obama Race 

CommentsComments

SORRY



Conventional Wisdom: Rule #18

… Send Out the Boss!!!

NOT like Exxon…



Here’s what the lawyers soon found:

“…the document that the Department of 
Justice Antitrust Division cited in support 
of its intention to continue pursuing 
prosecution is a memo by [the CEO]…”

In the face of a federal inquiry, 
one PR team urged their CEO to 
strongly defend the Company…



The Point Is:The Point Is:

The key to success in a crisis is The key to success in a crisis is 

to think critically for yourself to think critically for yourself 

about your choices and about the about your choices and about the 

drivers of your situation …drivers of your situation …

Consider 2 stocks facing DOJ Consider 2 stocks facing DOJ 

investigations:investigations:



A Crisis Drove this Stock Price Down..A Crisis Drove this Stock Price Down..

Sotheby's Daily Stock Price
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Jan. '00 -Christie's tells the US Justice 

Department it colluded with Sotheby's to 

fix commission pricing

Feb. '00 - Sotheby's top execs 

resign. EU to begin probe of 

alleged price fixing

Apr. '02 - EU formally accuses 

Christie's and Sotheby's of running a 

price fixing cartel

Oct. '02 - Sotheby's fined 

$20.1 million for colluding 

with Christie's 

March '00- Sotheby's cuts 

fees to sellers to 1% - 2% 

from 2% - 6%.

This stock recovers slowly after the fine is announced.



Earnings Earnings -- Not Fines Not Fines –– Drove This StockDrove This Stock

ADM fell 

in ‘98-00 

ahead of  

declining   

earnings  

… AND 

recovered 

on news 

of better 

earnings.

ADM Stock Price v. EPS
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June '97 EU begins price-
fixing investigation

June '00 - EU fines 
ADM and others $104 
million for price fixing of 
lysine

Oct '01- EU 
fines ADM again

July '03-EU cuts  
ADM fine

June '04 - ADM 
appeals to EU 
again

1Q-99 - Earnings fall 

due to weak demand 

in the soybean complex



Reporting Slips: MissedReporting Slips: Missed

Guidance, Restatements …Guidance, Restatements …



Case Study: Earnings MissCase Study: Earnings Miss

FYFY--07 revenues: $1.38 billion07 revenues: $1.38 billion

FYFY--08 guidance: $1.8108 guidance: $1.81--$1.85 billion $1.85 billion 

–– Does not provide quarterly guidanceDoes not provide quarterly guidance

–– Reports Q1Reports Q1--08 in April08 in April

Q1Q1--08 results imply $1.72 billion for FY08 results imply $1.72 billion for FY--0808

–– Part of shortfall is in the highPart of shortfall is in the high--margin margin 

product  that differentiates them from their product  that differentiates them from their 

peerspeers

–– Adjusted EBITDA is in line with guidanceAdjusted EBITDA is in line with guidance



Earnings Miss: The Real Problems Earnings Miss: The Real Problems 

Start With Questions Like TheseStart With Questions Like These

Did you miss because:Did you miss because:

–– It’s a sinking economy and you’re cyclical?It’s a sinking economy and you’re cyclical?

–– It’s an industry problem that drags you It’s an industry problem that drags you 

down?down?

–– It’s something in your firm that isn’t working?It’s something in your firm that isn’t working?

–– You or your forecasts just aren’t credible?You or your forecasts just aren’t credible?

Questions raised by an earnings miss:Questions raised by an earnings miss:

–– What caused the problem, really?What caused the problem, really?

–– Why didn’t you see it coming?Why didn’t you see it coming?

–– What are you going to do about the problem?What are you going to do about the problem?



First: Credibility is managementFirst: Credibility is management’’s most precious s most precious 
asset asset –– itit’’s the basis  for leadership, the foundation s the basis  for leadership, the foundation 
for value, the key to selling. for value, the key to selling. 

�� Once lost, credibility is difficult to regain.Once lost, credibility is difficult to regain.

�� Credibility is the result of saying things that prove to be trueCredibility is the result of saying things that prove to be true
over time over time andand saying things that are believable and not seen, saying things that are believable and not seen, 
later, as being later, as being ‘‘sugarsugar--coated,coated,’’ unrealistic unrealistic –– or lacking key or lacking key 
information that management should have known.information that management should have known.

“…“…as frustrating as silence can be, certainly saying things that tas frustrating as silence can be, certainly saying things that turn urn 

out to be wrong is much worse than not saying anything at all.out to be wrong is much worse than not saying anything at all.””

-- Terry Maltese, president of Sandler O'Neill Asset Management, Terry Maltese, president of Sandler O'Neill Asset Management, 

quoted in quoted in The Wall Street Journal The Wall Street Journal about Citibankabout Citibank’’s Board.s Board.

Crisis Communications PrinciplesCrisis Communications Principles



The 2nd worst thing someone can say about you  The 2nd worst thing someone can say about you  
(the worst is: (the worst is: ‘‘they have lost credibilitythey have lost credibility’’) is that: ) is that: 

‘‘They Just DonThey Just Don’’t Get It.t Get It.’’

�� You can reduce this by communicating that:You can reduce this by communicating that:

»» You are implementing plans that are realistic and You are implementing plans that are realistic and 

are based on a clearare based on a clear--eyed understanding of the eyed understanding of the 

business issues.business issues.

»» You are in control of the business and your risks.You are in control of the business and your risks.

Crisis Communications PrinciplesCrisis Communications Principles



Corporate Control: Corporate Control: 

From Activism to M&AFrom Activism to M&A



“Activist investors had long shunned “Activist investors had long shunned 

Silicon Valley, thinking that technology Silicon Valley, thinking that technology 

companies were pricey and that their companies were pricey and that their 

businesses were obscure. businesses were obscure. 

Not anymore.”Not anymore.”

Wall Street Journal, 10/07Wall Street Journal, 10/07



Activists Hold the Upper HandActivists Hold the Upper Hand

�� Dissidents met or beat Dissidents met or beat 
goals in more than goals in more than 
half   of ‘07 campaignshalf   of ‘07 campaigns

�� 107 proxy fights:107 proxy fights:
–– 42 settled42 settled

–– 27 withdrawn 27 withdrawn 

�� Companies often Companies often 
settle by giving settle by giving 
activists board activists board 
representation or representation or 
other concessionother concession
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Your Odds in a Proxy FightYour Odds in a Proxy Fight

�� Activists tend to target underperforming stocks. Activists tend to target underperforming stocks. 

�� Most investors welcome nearMost investors welcome near--term (cash) valueterm (cash) value--creation.creation.

�� Activists usually take your investors’ temperatures first.Activists usually take your investors’ temperatures first.

�� Mainstream investors might say: “What harm could it Mainstream investors might say: “What harm could it 

do?” and: “We just want you to make this go away.”do?” and: “We just want you to make this go away.”

–– Often, what they’re really saying is: “We’re backing them. We’llOften, what they’re really saying is: “We’re backing them. We’ll

vote against you if you make us, and if we don’t sell first vote against you if you make us, and if we don’t sell first –– and, and, 

besides, we hate all the risk from this fight.”besides, we hate all the risk from this fight.”



Here’s The Low Bar That ISS Has Set:Here’s The Low Bar That ISS Has Set:

“When analyzing proxy contests, ISS focuses on two central quest“When analyzing proxy contests, ISS focuses on two central questions: (1) Have the ions: (1) Have the 
dissidents met the burden of proving that change is warranted atdissidents met the burden of proving that change is warranted at the company?  the company?  
And (2) If so, will the dissidents be better able to effect suchAnd (2) If so, will the dissidents be better able to effect such change versus the change versus the 
incumbent board?incumbent board?

““When the dissidents are seeking board control, When the dissidents are seeking board control, ISS will require from the dissidents a ISS will require from the dissidents a 
wellwell--reasoned and detailed business plan (including the dissidents’ sreasoned and detailed business plan (including the dissidents’ strategic trategic 
initiatives), a transition plan that describes how the change ininitiatives), a transition plan that describes how the change in control of the control of the 
company will be effected, and the identification of a qualified company will be effected, and the identification of a qualified and credible new and credible new 
management team.  ISS will compare the detailed dissident plan amanagement team.  ISS will compare the detailed dissident plan against the gainst the 
incumbents’ plan and the dissidents’ proposed board and managemeincumbents’ plan and the dissidents’ proposed board and management team nt team 
against the incumbent team in order to arrive at our vote recommagainst the incumbent team in order to arrive at our vote recommendation.endation.

““When the dissidents are seeking a minority position on the boardWhen the dissidents are seeking a minority position on the board, the burden of proof we , the burden of proof we 
impose on the dissidents is lower.impose on the dissidents is lower. In such cases, ISS will not require from the In such cases, ISS will not require from the 
dissidents a detailed plan of action, nor will we require that tdissidents a detailed plan of action, nor will we require that the dissidents prove he dissidents prove 
that their plan is preferable to the incumbent plan.  Instead, Ithat their plan is preferable to the incumbent plan.  Instead, ISS will require that SS will require that 
dissidents prove that change is preferable to the status quo anddissidents prove that change is preferable to the status quo and that the dissident that the dissident 
slate will add value to board deliberations by considering the islate will add value to board deliberations by considering the issues from a different ssues from a different 
viewpoint than the current board members.”viewpoint than the current board members.”

Source: ISS



Be Proactive: Be Proactive: BeforeBefore Activist BuysActivist Buys

�� Be vigilant for unusual stock trading activity, or Be vigilant for unusual stock trading activity, or 
activists contacting the companyactivists contacting the company

�� Formulate your ‘value creation strategy’ and Formulate your ‘value creation strategy’ and 
communicate to investors communicate to investors (if you haven’t already).(if you haven’t already).

�� Make sure shareholders ‘get’ and endorse strategy.Make sure shareholders ‘get’ and endorse strategy.

�� Evaluate your governance vulnerabilities.Evaluate your governance vulnerabilities.

�� If possible, put your excess cash to work.If possible, put your excess cash to work.

�� Assemble a working group: management, lawyers, Assemble a working group: management, lawyers, 
proxy solicitor and PR advisorproxy solicitor and PR advisor



Watch List Watch List –– Sample ActivistsSample Activists

�� AppaloosaAppaloosa
�� Atticus CapitalAtticus Capital
�� BaringtonBarington Capital Capital 

�� Blue Blue HarbourHarbour GroupGroup
�� Breeden PartnersBreeden Partners
�� Bulldog InvestorsBulldog Investors
�� B. Riley and B. Riley and 

CompanyCompany
�� CannellCannell CapitalCapital
�� Costa Brava Costa Brava 

�� Chapman CapitalChapman Capital
�� Crescendo PartnersCrescendo Partners
�� CtWCtW (Change to Win)(Change to Win)
�� Dolphin LimitedDolphin Limited

�� RamiusRamius CapitalCapital
�� Relational AdvisorsRelational Advisors
�� SAC CapitalSAC Capital

�� SandellSandell Asset Asset 
ManagementManagement

�� Shamrock PartnersShamrock Partners
�� Southeastern Capital Southeastern Capital 

ManagementManagement
�� Steel PartnersSteel Partners
�� Third PointThird Point
�� TPGTPG--AxonAxon
�� TracindaTracinda / Kerkorian/ Kerkorian

�� TrianTrian / / PeltzPeltz
�� ValueActValueAct CapitalCapital

�� Elliott AssociatesElliott Associates
�� ESL PartnersESL Partners
�� Franklin MutualFranklin Mutual

�� Harbinger CapitalHarbinger Capital
�� Henry PartnersHenry Partners
�� HighfieldsHighfields CapitalCapital
�� Icahn PartnersIcahn Partners
�� JANA PartnersJANA Partners

�� Mason CapitalMason Capital
�� MMI InvestmentsMMI Investments
�� Oliver PressOliver Press
�� Pershing SquarePershing Square
�� Pirate CapitalPirate Capital



Three Stages of Activism DefenseThree Stages of Activism Defense

Stage One:Stage One: Before the activist buys sharesBefore the activist buys shares

Superior opportunity for effective preventive Superior opportunity for effective preventive 

actionaction

Stage Two:Stage Two: After the activist buys, before going publicAfter the activist buys, before going public

Effective action is more difficult and costly, but  Effective action is more difficult and costly, but  

possiblepossible

Stage Three:Stage Three: After the activist goes publicAfter the activist goes public

The odds favor the activistThe odds favor the activist



Your Alternatives: Your Alternatives: AfterAfter The Activist Buys / The Activist Buys / 

BeforeBefore Going PublicGoing Public

�� Do what’s left from the toDo what’s left from the to--do list do list 

before activist buys before activist buys (it’s harder now).(it’s harder now).

�� Start / maintain a dialogue with Start / maintain a dialogue with 

activist.activist.

�� Make a deal with activists Make a deal with activists (if you can).(if you can).

�� PrePre--empt the targets… empt the targets… (if you can).(if you can).



The ‘Wolfpack’ ProblemThe ‘Wolfpack’ Problem

Within six hours of Formation CapitalWithin six hours of Formation Capital’’s s 

announcement that it had taken an 8.8% announcement that it had taken an 8.8% 

stake in Beverly Enterprises, more than stake in Beverly Enterprises, more than 

40% of Beverly40% of Beverly’’s shares had traded into s shares had traded into 

the hands of hedge funds and arbitrageurs.the hands of hedge funds and arbitrageurs.

The soThe so--called called ‘‘wolfpackwolfpack’’ quickly forced  quickly forced  

the sale of Beverly Enterprises.the sale of Beverly Enterprises.



Alternatives: After Activist Goes PublicAlternatives: After Activist Goes Public

�� Keep the dialogue going Keep the dialogue going (if you can).(if you can).

�� Avoid a brawl in the media Avoid a brawl in the media (if you can)(if you can)..

�� Keep legal actions out of the spotlight.Keep legal actions out of the spotlight.

�� Make a deal with the activist Make a deal with the activist (if you can)(if you can)..

�� PrePre--empt the activist’s targets.empt the activist’s targets.

�� Prepare for possible proxy fight.Prepare for possible proxy fight.



�� Preparation leads to successPreparation leads to success

�� Small, tightly coordinated teams are the best way to manage Small, tightly coordinated teams are the best way to manage ––
let everyone else focus on the business. let everyone else focus on the business. 

�� Taking the initiative and moving quickly with communications is Taking the initiative and moving quickly with communications is 
normallynormally the winning strategy. the winning strategy. 

�� Clear and simple words are remembered Clear and simple words are remembered –– and they motivate and they motivate 
best.best.

�� Small groups of opinionSmall groups of opinion--leaders shape perceptions.leaders shape perceptions.

�� Audiences are interconnected.Audiences are interconnected.

�� Direct communications are most persuasive.Direct communications are most persuasive.

Crisis Communications PrinciplesCrisis Communications Principles



Questions & AnswersQuestions & Answers



AppendixAppendix



�� Saving the business matters more than Saving the business matters more than 

protecting your legal flanks.protecting your legal flanks.

�� Talk quickly and directly to the people who Talk quickly and directly to the people who 

need to hear from you.need to hear from you.

–– Employees / customers almost always Employees / customers almost always 

come first.come first.

–– Talk to them in the way they’re used to Talk to them in the way they’re used to 

hearing from you. hearing from you. 

Crisis Communications PrinciplesCrisis Communications Principles



The media are not your friends in a crisis.The media are not your friends in a crisis.

�� Your best choices are minimal onYour best choices are minimal on--thethe--record statements, record statements, 
with more effort to background reporters off the record.with more effort to background reporters off the record.

�� But: donBut: don’’t change your posture or signal, with body t change your posture or signal, with body 
language, that youlanguage, that you’’re heading into re heading into ‘‘the bunker.the bunker.’’

�� Find the middle ground between managing downside PR Find the middle ground between managing downside PR 
risks while also signaling that yourisks while also signaling that you’’re actively in control of re actively in control of 
the business and the best source of information about it.the business and the best source of information about it.

Don’t count on your shareholders’ friendship, either.Don’t count on your shareholders’ friendship, either.

Crisis Communications PrinciplesCrisis Communications Principles



Some Guiding PrinciplesSome Guiding Principles

�� Make decisions with the input of the entire crisis teamMake decisions with the input of the entire crisis team

�� Announce first Announce first …… If you can If you can 

�� Send strong messages Send strong messages 

–– Show you’re Show you’re in control and can firmly support the in control and can firmly support the 
statements youstatements you’’re making re making –– and that your actions and that your actions 
address the problem address the problem ……

�� Speak directly to key audiencesSpeak directly to key audiences……DonDon’’t rely on the t rely on the 
mediamedia

–– Speak to key audiences before or while contacting Speak to key audiences before or while contacting 
the mediathe media

–– Use the methods and voices you normally useUse the methods and voices you normally use

�� Do tap independent thirdDo tap independent third--party endorsersparty endorsers

�� DonDon’’t delay: The news cycle wont delay: The news cycle won’’tt

�� DonDon’’t go it alone: Lonely targets arent go it alone: Lonely targets aren’’t crediblet credible



““Someone needs to be keeping a close eye on Someone needs to be keeping a close eye on 

the folks who run public companies. Regulators the folks who run public companies. Regulators 

and trial lawyers are illand trial lawyers are ill--suited for the job. That suited for the job. That 

leaves motivated shareholders like Messrs. leaves motivated shareholders like Messrs. 

Loeb, Icahn, Whitworth and Breeden as the Loeb, Icahn, Whitworth and Breeden as the 

best alternatives.best alternatives.””

““Buccaneers May Be Best at    Buccaneers May Be Best at    

Captaining GovernanceCaptaining Governance””

Wall Street Journal: April 18, Wall Street Journal: April 18, ’’0707



When Investor Activism Doesn't PayWhen Investor Activism Doesn't Pay
Wall Street Journal: Sept. 12, ’07Wall Street Journal: Sept. 12, ’07

The study by a Harvard Business School assistant professor, RobiThe study by a Harvard Business School assistant professor, Robin n 
Greenwood, and Michael Greenwood, and Michael SchorSchor, a former student, found that activist funds , a former student, found that activist funds 
are like a boxer with one punch: are like a boxer with one punch: They are most successful when they prod They are most successful when they prod 
managers to put a company up for sale.managers to put a company up for sale. Shares of the target company Shares of the target company 
typically rise, and all shareholders benefit.typically rise, and all shareholders benefit.

But the authors found that But the authors found that activist investors have much less impact when activist investors have much less impact when 
a targeted company isn't sold.a targeted company isn't sold. In those cases, the study found there is little In those cases, the study found there is little 
change in the next 18 months in the company's stock price or finchange in the next 18 months in the company's stock price or financial ancial 
results. That is true even when the company takes steps recommenresults. That is true even when the company takes steps recommended by ded by 
the activists, such as firing the chief executive, buying back sthe activists, such as firing the chief executive, buying back stock or tock or 
adding new directors.adding new directors.

"The money is in getting the target acquired," Mr. Greenwood say"The money is in getting the target acquired," Mr. Greenwood says. "The s. "The 
ones that don't end up getting acquired don't end up with much oones that don't end up getting acquired don't end up with much of anything."f anything."

Mr. Greenwood concurs with other research showing that the Mr. Greenwood concurs with other research showing that the 
appearance of an activist investor boosts a company's shares in appearance of an activist investor boosts a company's shares in the short the short 
run. He says other investors interpret these moves as a signal trun. He says other investors interpret these moves as a signal that a hat a 
company is in play. But when the acquisition doesn't happen, thecompany is in play. But when the acquisition doesn't happen, there is little re is little 
or no payoff.or no payoff.



-- The Wall Street Journal The Wall Street Journal --

“...The Spitzer method was to target “...The Spitzer method was to target 

public companies and officials, leak public companies and officials, leak 

allegations and outallegations and out--ofof--context emails to context emails to 

a compliant press, a compliant press, watch the stock price watch the stock price 
fallfall, threaten a corporate indictment (a , threaten a corporate indictment (a 

death sentence), and then move in for a death sentence), and then move in for a 

quick settlement kill. There was rarely a quick settlement kill. There was rarely a 

trial...”trial...”


